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Alibaba.com increases conversions on the mobile web by 76% with Progressive Web App Introduction



Results



Alibaba.com is the world’s largest online business-to-business (B2B) trading platform, serving 200+ countries and regions. After upgrading their site to a Progressive Web App (PWA), they saw a 76 percent increase in total conversions across browsers.



76%



Challenges Building great mobile experiences is an indispensable part of Alibaba.com’s success. The mobile web is their primary platform for discovery on mobile, so they’ve always focused on design and functionality. They found it difficult to build an engaging experience for the mobile web, however. They looked at the mobile web as a platform to shift non-app users to the app, but many preferred to stay within a browser. “Users consider having to download an app to browse or complete a transaction an unnecessary barrier, compared to the quick, easy solution of browsing directly from their mobile browser” says Zou Yu, director of Alibaba.com’s mobile team.



higher conversions across browsers



14%



more monthly active users on iOS; 30% on Android



4X



higher interaction rate from Add to Home Screen



Solution Alibaba.com recognized that to build an effective mobile presence, they needed to understand how two different user segments—native app users and mobile web users—interacted with their business. They wanted to deliver a great user experience for both first-time visitors (in the hopes of re-engaging them) and repeat visitors (who are more loyal to the site). Alibaba.com built a PWA that led to a fast, effective, and reliable mobile web experience. The new strategy delivered a 76 percent increase in total conversions across browsers. (A conversion corresponds to visits that result in direct contact with a supplier.) For mobile web users on Android, Alibaba.com integrated features that helped users re-engage with the site. The company implemented an “Add to Home Screen” prompt, which resulted in users re-engaging four times more often than other mobile users. They also noticed that re-engagement on the web was comparable to that of their native app. For push notifications, the open rate on the mobile web is the same as that on the native app. The new strategy also delivered a much better user experience across platforms. The investment in the mobile web increased monthly active user rates on iOS by 14 percent. On Android devices where re-engagement capabilities like push notifications and Add to Home Screen were enabled, active user rates increased by 30 percent. “Delivering a mobile-first, user-centric mobile site that harnesses the best of the native app, with all the accessibility and versatility of the mobile web, is key to maintaining our competitive edge and the path to better conversions,” Zou Yu says.



Delivering a mobile-first, user-centric mobile site that harnesses the best of the native app, with all the accessibility and versatility of the mobile web, is key to maintaining our competitive edge and the path to better conversions. Zou Yu, director of mobile team, Alibaba.com



Learn more Find out how to get Progressive Web Apps at: g.co/BuildMobileWeb




























Jobs2Careers Doubles Conversions and Increases ... Services













Adorama increases traffic and conversions, controls costs ...













Autobytel increases conversions by more than 10 ... Services













Adorama increases traffic and conversions, controls costs ...













Adorama increases traffic and conversions, controls ... Services













AliExpress increases conversion rate for new ... Developers













Beyond the Rack re-engages users on the ... Developers













Eastbay cuts costs, boosts conversions and revenues on Google ...













cross-device conversions Services













GoPro increases marketing flexibility and reduces burden on ...













Lesson 4.3: Conversions and Calculator













Gawker Media increases focus on optimization and growth ...













Molar Conversions Map.pdf













The Outsourcing Playbook Developers













Gawker Media increases focus on optimization and growth ...













GoPro increases marketing flexibility and reduces burden on ...
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GoPro increases marketing flexibility and reduces burden on ...















Alibaba.com increases conversions on the ... Developers






For mobile web users on Android, Alibaba.com integrated features that helped users re-engage with the site. The company implemented an â€œAdd to Home. 
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Jobs2Careers Doubles Conversions and Increases ... Services 

Jobs2Careers is a job search engine that provides applicants with easy access to everything from small jobs to big careers. Named the second fastest-growing HR company by Inc., the brand uses a variety of innovative targeting techniques and proprieta




















Adorama increases traffic and conversions, controls costs ... 

Adorama is one of America's largest photo retailers and mail-order suppliers. Located in New York ... Adorama began investing in pay-per-click (PPC) advertising in 2003, and ... In June 2012, the click-through rate (CTR) jumped 176 percent.




















Autobytel increases conversions by more than 10 ... Services 

has developed a deep understanding of the automotive path to purchase. The team also understands that the way its target audience researches purchases is evolving. As of 2013, mobile traffic represents over 20 percent of their overall site traffic. â




















Adorama increases traffic and conversions, controls costs ... 

Working with digital agency Adlucent, the photographic company quickly ... Based in Austin, Texas, Adlucent is a marketing technology and analytics.




















Adorama increases traffic and conversions, controls ... Services 

Adorama is one of America's largest photo retailers and mail-order suppliers. ... added Google Product Listing Ads (PLAs) in mid-2011. The company's strategy for long-term investment in PLAs depended on the ad format being at least as effective ... W




















AliExpress increases conversion rate for new ... Developers 

an engaging experience on the web that was as fast as their mobile app. ... After implementing their Progressive Web App, AliExpress saw conversion rates.




















Beyond the Rack re-engages users on the ... Developers 

a highly-engaged and commercially-valuable audience. Push notifications allowed us to bring one of the most compelling capabilities from our native app to our.




















Eastbay cuts costs, boosts conversions and revenues on Google ... 

The company began as a grassroots project that grew into a worldwide direct-mail ... engine optimization (SEO), PPC-management services, CSE management,.




















cross-device conversions Services 

when including cross-device data. To get started with cross-device conversions, just use conversion tracking, and once enough data has been collected, conversions will appear in AdWords reporting columns. Let Google help you measure the moments that 




















GoPro increases marketing flexibility and reduces burden on ... 

solution that organizes marketing and analytics tags and reduces the burden on IT. With over ... Implement comprehensive data layer and advanced tracking ...




















Lesson 4.3: Conversions and Calculator 

Page 1. Lesson 4.3: Conversions and Calculator. To convert from UNIT to UNIT: [ number units in units ]. Examples: [ 212F in C ]. [ 400 yards in miles ]. [ 32C in F ]. [ 23 bushels in quarts ]. [ 2 inches in Angstroms ]. Caution: It won't tell you wh




















Gawker Media increases focus on optimization and growth ... 

â€œWith the time that DFP saves, we can focus on other priorities â€“ optimization, troubleshooting, and improving client relationships â€“ that help further build our business.â€� â€”Erin Pettigrew. Real-time response to clients' needs ... and mobil




















Molar Conversions Map.pdf 

There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item.




















The Outsourcing Playbook Developers 

It's not always possible to develop an Android app in ... 10 The Outsourcing Playbook. 01 ..... 05 Ensure your agency is up to date with the latest on Android.




















Gawker Media increases focus on optimization and growth ... 

campaign delivering in the new DFP platform (compared with 24 hours on DART), Gawker Media can now ... Premium online media company and blog network.




















GoPro increases marketing flexibility and reduces burden on ... 

multiple technology platforms in a matter of days, immediately giving. GoPro greater ... make tagging updates within minutes without burdening IT.â€� - Lee Topar ...




















GoPro increases marketing flexibility and reduces burden on ... 

solution that organizes marketing and analytics tags and reduces the ... All other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies ...




















GoPro increases marketing flexibility and reduces burden on ... 

complexity of their digital marketing activities, GoPro found itself with dozens of tags ... digital analytics programs, Analytics Pros led a comprehensive migration.




















GoPro increases marketing flexibility and reduces burden on ... 

They have quickly grown to become the world's leader in wearable and gear-mountable cameras and digital devices that ensure ... complexity of their digital marketing activities, GoPro found itself with dozens of tags measuring countless ... 2012 Goog
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